What problem do you think the 10YFP is trying to solve?

- Dispersion/fragmentation in approaches and efforts
- Bringing together actors
What causes this problem?

- Lack of alignment and common view of what needs to be done
- Lack of communication/awareness
- Scattered initiatives/lack of collaboration
- Lack of awareness of the impacts of activities
- Disconnection between country priorities and 10YFP programmes
- Lack of implementation of SCP policies
- Lack of knowledge of cost-benefit of SCP
- Low commitment to SCP
What are the effects of this problem?

- Efforts are pushing in different directions – missing the strength of togetherness
- Missed opportunities for collaboration and to increase impact
- Inactive network
- Ineffective policies
- Good policies not being implemented
- Limits the impact of the 10YFP
Problem tree

Effects:
- Overconsumption/unsustainable lifestyles; unsustainable production of goods
- Social and environmental degradation
- Pressure on natural resources
- Lack of commitment = SCP is not a priority
- Limited collaboration between SCP stakeholders - global, regional, national
- Missed opportunities to have a bigger impact
- Security, stability, safety
- Armageddon!

Causes:
- Lack of alignment and common view on what needs to be done
- Lack of awareness on benefits of SCP
- Little SCP policy implementation & practice implementation
- Disconnection between country priorities/policies and 10YFP programmes
- Demystifying SCP and removing it from its silo
- Weak or ineffective engagement of partners
- Measurement frameworks are not harmonised
- Scattered initiatives
- Weak understanding of cost benefits
- Overconsumption/unsustainable lifestyles; unsustainable production of goods
- Social and environmental degradation
- Pressure on natural resources
- Lack of commitment = SCP is not a priority
- Limited collaboration between SCP stakeholders - global, regional, national
- Missed opportunities to have a bigger impact
- Security, stability, safety
- Armageddon!

Effects:
- Security, stability, safety
By 2022 the One Planet network will...
.... be a key agent / advisor for SCP policy implementation
.....will have 3 times more impact than in the first 5 years
..... A successful coalition for implementation at SCP scale

Approaches:

Partner engagement

Identify leading partners in key topics
number of “engaged” partners
Highlight benefits for partners

Best practices

Instruments to encourage key actors to adopt the practices
Collaborate across programmes to leverage the existing tools and practices.
Identify events

Instruments

To encourage key actors to adopt the practices
Collaborate across programmes to leverage the existing tools and practices.
Identify events

Collaboration & key topics

Capitalising on existing initiatives

A strengthened platform to implement SDG12 at global and national level

Initiate discussion on streamlining SDG 12 reporting
Contribute to the SDG 12 online reporting system
Link to implementation of the 2030 Agenda
Ensure monitoring of impact
Provide guidance (offering tools) supporting implementation on SCP national action plans

Mapping and visualising impact

Tracking and visualising impact

Bridge the implementation gap
Network of networks
Visualise impact at the level of practices
Cost-benefit analysis
Build on the impact of practices to build commitment

Communication and visibility

Understandable communication tools useful for all stakeholders
Narrative and pitch of different programme

Collaboration more systematically included in programme workplans

Benefits:

SCP practices are the standard
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